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Omnia Strategy LLP is pleased to announce that Alessandro Rollo has joined the firm as an Associate.
Alessandro specialises in public international law and international arbitration. His practise
encompasses representing companies, private individuals and sovereign States in international disputes
in the financial, energy and telecommunications sectors including acting on behalf of the Republic of
Croatia in four investment treaty arbitration proceedings under the ICSID Rules.
The breadth and depth of Alessandro’s experience extends to the International Court of Justice where
he has represented the United Arab Emirates and the Democratic Republic of the Congo in high-profile
cases. Alessandro has also advised private entities and sovereign States on a wide range of public
international law issues, including territorial issues, sovereign immunity, human rights issues, State
succession, treaty law, the exploitation of natural resources in disputed territories and the protection of
foreign investments.
Cherie Blair CBE,QC said:
“Alessandro is an extremely accomplished lawyer with an enormous amount of experience already
under his belt. He brings a brilliant mind and a shining talent to Omnia where he will have an
opportunity to work alongside our formidable team for a raft of fantastic clients on diverse and
meaningful matters. We are lucky to have him.”
Alessandro Rollo said:
“I am delighted to join Omnia and a team of excellent lawyers advising clients on cutting-edge matters
around the world. Omnia’s law+ approach that delivers world-class legal analysis as well as expertise
in diplomacy, strategic comms and policy is unique and I cannot wait to start work.”
Alessandro has joined Omnia from specialist public international law firm Volterra Fietta in London.
A graduate of Roma Tre University in Italy and the University of Cambridge, Alessandro trained in the
Rome office of McDermott Will and Emery and also worked at the United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime and the US Department of Justice.
Contact Alessandro on: arollo@omniastrategy.com
Contact Omnia Strategy on: info@omniastrategy.com
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